Analyze Your Members Based on Gender
Why Use the Gender Generator?
Do you have many members whose gender is not
identified in the MASTER file? Want to use
analysis tools, such as Tool #752 Relationship
Analysis? CU*Answers has developed the
Gender Generator to effectively reduce the
number of memberships without an appropriate
gender associated with them with an estimated
75% accuracy rate or better!

What is the Gender Generator?
To develop this offering, we first collected over
11,000 male and female names into a central
database. We designed tools to determine where
there was cross-over between the lists (where a
name could be a male or female name such as
Pat or Sam) and noted that as well.
Then we designed tools and reports to review a
credit union’s current membership with a
designation of MI (Individual) to determine
which memberships did not have a gender
associated with them.
By running a new analysis tool, CU*BASE is
able to assign a gender to these members.

What Decisions Do I Need to Make?
You can select from three options for updating
your membership. You can choose to only
update the memberships specifically identified as
male or female. This leaves the memberships
that do not fit a specific gender unchanged,
including memberships with names that

CU*BASE identified as “unresolved” or
“unidentified.”
“Unresolved” indicates that the name can be either a
male or female name. “Unidentified” refers to names
that are not included in the list of 11,000 names, for
example a double name, such as Mary Ellen. These
memberships also may be memberships wrongly
identified as Individual (MI), when in fact they
should be marked as Organizational (MO) instead.

You also have the option to simply flood the
“unresolved” and “unidentified” memberships with a
selected gender. Select to set these memberships to
be all “Male” or all “Female” so that all Individual
memberships have a gender associated with them.
With all of the options, you will receive a report documenting the changes so that if you choose to, you
can work these memberships that were originally
“unresolved” or “unidentified” with the proper
gender.
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How Do I Know What Has Changed?
A report listing the memberships that were updated prints when the
Gender Generator is run. Along with each membership record, the
report provides line-by-line documentation of what each member’s
gender was changed to. (If the membership was previously identified
as “unresolved” or “unidentified” the report includes this information
as well.)
Final tallies of how many names were processed, along with the
number of memberships changed to male, changed to female,
identified as either male or female (unresolved), and not identified.

Use Gender with CU*BASE Analysis Tools
So you may be asking, “Where in CU*BASE is gender important?”
Beyond the obvious, such as Inquiry, Operator and Joint Owner/
Beneficiary, several CU*BASE tools use gender in their analysis.
Once you have updated your membership database, you will be able to
use these tools more effectively!

Here are two online tools that analyze membership data by gender: Tool #856 Tiered Services Monthly Comparison and Tool #525
Membership Summary Comparison.

Tool #856 Tiered Services Monthly Comparison

Tool #525 Membership Summary Comparison
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Check out some of the tools
that use gender in their
analysis of CU*BASE
memberships such as these three
tools...

Tool #977 Where Your Members Branch

You can review gender when using
the Relationship Analysis to watch
for trends at your credit union by
age group, when using Where
Your Members Branch to monitor
your members’ borrowing habits,
and when reviewing open, active,
and closed accounts.

Tool #752 Relationship Analysis

Tool #553 New/Closed/All Memberships Dashboard

Pricing
Gender Generator Pricing

$300.00

How Do I Sign Up?
Interested in signing up for the Gender Generator to be run on your Individual (designation MI) memberships
that do not have a gender associated with them? Select one of the options in the checklist below. Contact a
Client Services Representative with your selection, and we will take care of the rest for you! It is that easy!

Decision You Need to Make
Yes! I am interested! Please run the Gender Generator on my Individual memberships (designation MI) that
do not have an associated gender and flood these memberships with the appropriate gender.
Perform the following action for memberships with names that are “unresolved” (could be male or female) or
“undefined” (name does not appear on the list of 11,000 names):
Select one of the following three choices:



Please leave the memberships with names that are “unresolved” (could be male or female) or
“undefined” (name does not appear on the list of 11,000 names) as is. Do not assign a gender to these
memberships. I understand that I will receive a report that will list all memberships that were not
adjusted by CU*BASE due to the fact that they were “unresolved” or “unidentified.” That will allow
me to work these memberships myself. (This report will list memberships that were changed as well.)



Please flood all “unresolved” and “unidentified” names to a gender of MALE. I understand I will
receive a report which will list all memberships that were changed, including which memberships were
flooded in this manner.



Please flood all “unresolved” and “unidentified” names to a gender of FEMALE. I understand I will
receive a report which will list all memberships that were changed, including which memberships were
flooded in this manner.
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